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Abstract

If allocative externalities are present among bidders such as when they interact subsequent to the

auction, their valuations for the item may differ from their contributions to the social welfare. This paper

shows that bid preference in auctions given to those bidders who can contribute more to the social welfare

relative to their valuations is an effective measure to achieve efficiency, that is, social welfare maximization.

This paper therefore provides a rationale in terms of efficiency for the practice of granting affirmative action

bid preferences to minorities or other designated groups. This insight may be applicable to the broader issue

of affirmative action programs in general as well.
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1. Introduction

It is common in many government auctions that a designated group of bidders are treated

preferentially. A famous example is the Federal Communications Commission’s license auctions

for radio spectrum. In these auctions, the FCC has granted businesses owned by minorities and

women substantial bidding credits, tax certificates, and other preferential treatments. In

particular, favored bidders in the bregional narrowbandQ license auction for paging services were
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given a 40% bid preference or bidding credit, so that they had to pay only 60% of a winning

bid.1

This practice of preferential treatment is not special to the sales of government properties.

Various governmental agencies such as federal, state, city, and administrative bodies use

minority price-preferences in their procurement programs as well. In international trade, many

national governments favor domestic firms by explicitly giving bid preferences. Thus, a foreign

firm can win a contract only when its bid is lower than the lowest domestic bid by more than a

specified bid preference. The United States Government, for instance, has maintained the bBuy-
AmericanQ program, in which 6% up to 50% bid preferences are granted to domestic suppliers in

procurement contracts.2

These programs are controversial. The bid preference programs in international trade are

recognized as nontariff barriers, and their validity has been challenged. The government auctions

and procurement programs, which can be broadly classified as the affirmative action programs,

are under serious debate regarding their rationale and effectiveness.3 One of the grounds against

these programs is that they increase the cost of government.

While the origin of these programs is probably political, some recent studies provide an

economic justification for them. In particular, McAfee and McMillan (1989) show that the

domestic preferences in international procurements can lower the expected price paid by the

government for the item. Similarly, Ayres and Cramton (1996) argue that the affirmative action

bid preferences in the FCC auctions increased the government’s revenue from the sale of the

licenses. Corns and Schotter (1999) also prove both theoretically and experimentally that

preferential treatment in government procurements can decrease government’s cost of

purchasing.

What the studies have established is that these programs are not as costly as they appear. On

the contrary, bid preferences can increase the government’s revenues in the sales of government

properties and decrease the government’s costs in procurements by creating effective

competition among bidders. Due to the preferences given to a subset of bidders, the unfavored

bidders have to compete more fiercely among themselves (intragroup competition) as well as

with the favored bidders (intergroup competition). This leads to an increase in government’s net

revenue compared to the situation where no such preferences are given at all. Note that this

conclusion is in fact based on Myerson’s (1981) theorem on optimal auction design: The seller of

an item can increase his revenue by giving bid preferences to weak bidders whose expected

willingness to pay for the item is lower. A similar logic applies to the procurement programs in

that the buyer of an item can decrease her purchasing cost by giving bid preferences to weak

bidders whose expected cost of provision is higher.

These studies, however, miss a more fundamental economic issue in these programs: The

issue of whether they improve or impede efficiency.4 This paper aims to provide an answer to

this question. We show, with a stylized license auction model, that bid preferences are effective

in achieving efficiency when allocative externalities are present among bidders.

If an allocation of the license to a bidder may affect other bidders such as when bidders in an

auction interact subsequent to the auction, it may happen that a bidder’s valuation for the license

1 See Ayres and Cramton (1996) for a detailed discussion.
2 See McAfee and McMillan (1989) and the references therein.
3 See Holzer and Neumark (2000) for a comprehensive overview.
4 Holzer and Neumark (2000) emphasize that efficiency or performance is perhaps the key economic issue in the

affirmative action debate, and that economic profession does not provide satisfactory arguments for it.
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